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Abstract

Visual object tracking in video can be formulated as

a time varying appearance-based binary classification

problem. Tracking algorithms need to adapt to changes
in both foreground object appearance as well as vary-

ing scene backgrounds. Fusing information from multi-

modal features (views or representations) typically en-

hances classification performance without increasing

classifier complexity when image features are concate-

nated to form a high-dimensional vector. Combining

these representative views to effectively exploit multi-

modal information for classification becomes a key is-

sue. We show that the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence

measure provides a framework that leads to family of

techniques for fusing representations including Cher-

noff distance and variance ratio that is the same as lin-

ear discriminant analysis. We provide experimental re-

sults that corroborate well with our theoretical analysis.

1 Introduction

Classifiers employed in real world scenarios must
deal with various adversities such as noise in sensors,
intra-class variations, and restricted degrees of freedom.
It is often helpful to develop classifiers that rely on data
from various sources for classification. Such classifiers
require an effective way of fusing the various sources
of information. Resulting fused classifiers can offer a
number of advantages, such as increased confidence in
decision-making, resulting from fused complementary
data, and robust performance against noise. Multi-view
learning finds its applications in many domains such as
defense, medicine, and sciences [11].

While algorithms that combine multi-view informa-
tion are known to exponentially quicken object identifi-
cation and classification, they lack the ability to seek out
relevant information and update actionable conclusions
to augment a decision process. In this paper, we propose

a technique that computes optimal combination weight
by minimizing an objective that measures the difference
between an ideal (but unknown) probability and its es-
timate to address these problems. Here a representation
(view) corresponds to a specific type of feature or at-
tribute. For example, an image can be represented by
(1) texture features, (2) edge features, and/or (3) shape
features. Thus, each of these views provides a partial
view about an object of interest, i.e., revealing a par-
ticular aspect of data. Our method provides a mecha-
nism to exploit all of the data available, and as such, the
method can be very useful for making inferences about
potential objects of interest characterized with multiple
views.

It turns out that the resulting weight is related to the
degree of class separability that representation can pro-
vide. We show a number of practical ways to estimate
class separability. We also provide experimental results
that corroborate our theoretical analysis.

2 Related Work

In multi-view learning, a co-training procedure for
classification problems was developed [3]. The idea is
that better classifiers can be learned at the individual
view level, rather than constructed directly on all the
available views. The co-training procedure builds a sep-
arate classifier for each view and a final classifier can be
built by combining the individual view classifiers in or-
der to make prediction. The idea is that if the results of
the individual classifiers arrive at the same conclusion
for a given input, and the views are conditionally inde-
pendent, then the classification is highly likely correct
[1, 3].

Multi-view learning can also be addressed by defin-
ing a kernel for each view, and convexly combining the
resulting kernels for classification [6, 18]. Related to
the kernel idea, graph methods convexly combine graph
Laplacians on different views for learning [14, 2].

In [15] stacked generalization was proposed. It is a
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general technique for construction of multi-level learn-
ing systems. In the context of multi-view learning,
it yields unbiased, full-size training sets for the train-
able combiner. Stacked generalization is defined as any
scheme that feeds data from one set of classifiers to an-
other before making a final decision. In some cases
stacked generalization is equivalent to cross-validation,
in other cases it is equivalent to forming a linear com-
bination of the classification results of the constituent
classifiers. In [17], a local learning technique was pro-
posed that combines multi-view information for better
classification.

In many ways, multi-view learning and data fusion
address the same set of problems. From the viewpoint
of data fusion, comprehensive surveys of various clas-
sifier fusion studies and approaches can be found in
[8, 10]. More recently, Lanckriet et al. [11] intro-
duce a kernel-based data fusion (multi-view learning)
approach to protein function prediction in yeast. The
method combines multiple kernel representations in an
optimal fashion by formulating the problem as a convex
optimization problem that can be solved using semi-
definite programming.

In [4], a technique is introduced that attempts to se-
lect the best likelihood maps that clearly separate object
from background. In particular, linear combinations of
(R,G,B) color space are mapped via likelihood ratio
to generate candidate likelihood maps. A pooled vari-
ance ratio is used to rank each candidate in such a way
that a candidate map is ranked high if it maximizes total
target and background variance, while at the same time
minimizing within class (predicted) variance.

In [16], a theoretical justification for the technique
proposed in [4] is provided. It turns out that the combi-
nation coefficient for a likelihood map is inversely pro-
portional to the degree of uncertainty associated with
the map for predicting true target locations. There are
two major weaknesses in this work. First, there is a gap
between what the theory predicts and the variance ra-
tio used in [4]. Second, it makes the assumption that
estimates provided by likelihood maps are unbiased in
justifying the variance ratio, which is highly unrealistic.

3 Problem Formulation

The goal of target tracking is to predict state variable
x or the location of the target object from input image I ,
i.e. solving P (x|I), the probability of x being the target
location, given the input image I . We call P (x|I) the
desired probability. We have a set of M representations
(features) that characterize the input image.

We can estimate the desired probability from each of
these representations. Let us denote the estimate from

the ith representation by P (x|Ri). We call P (x|Ri) the
likelihood maps. Now our goal is to fuse these like-
lihood maps to best approximate P (x|I). That is, we
want to compute the optimal combination weight for the
P (x|Ri)s so that the fused likelihood map is an accurate
approximation to the desired probability P (x|I).

We propose to explore the Kullback-Leibler (KL) di-
vergence as our objective function [9]. The KL diver-
gence measures the difference between two density dis-
tributions. The KL divergence is also known as relative
entropy or information divergence. It can be precisely
defined as the average of a log-likelihood ratio of two
densities and it is the exponent in the theory of large de-
viations. We note that the KL divergence is zero when
the two distributions are the same. It is greater than zero
when they differ. Thus, it is appropriate for our purpose
here.

4 Optimal Combination Weight

The objective is to predict variable x denoting the
target object from input image I , i.e. solving p(x|I).
Given a set of representations Ri based on different fea-
ture extraction mechanisms, we apply Bayesian infer-
ence to obtain

p(x|I) =

!
p(x|R)p(R|I)dL ≈

M"
i

wip(x|Ri) (1)

where M denotes the number of representations, and
wi = p(Ri|I) Also,

#M
i wi = 1. We note that here

we have made the assumption that representations are
independent given an input image.

The goal is to estimate the optimal weights wi so
that

#M
i wip(x|Ri) will best approximate p(x|I). No-

tice that there are two possible outcomes of x: ω1, in-
dicating that x is a target, and ω2, indicating that x is
non-target. We optimize the following KL divergence
between p(x|I) and

#M
i wip(x|Ri)

J(w) =
"

x∈{ω1,ω2}

p(x|I) log(
p(x|I)#M

i wip(x|Ri)
) (2)

subject to wt
1 = 1, where w = (w1, w2, · · · , wM )t,

and 1 = (1, 1, · · · , 1)t.
If we write pωi

= p(x = ωi|I) and Pωi
= (p(x =

ωi|R1), p(x = ωi|R2), · · · , p(x = ωi|RM ))t, where
i = 1, 2. It follows that the unconstraint optimization
problem becomes

J(w,λ) =
"
i

pωi
log(

pωi

wtPωi

) + +λ(wt
1− 1). (3)
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Differentiating both sides with respect to w and λ, and
after simple algebraic manipulation, we obtain

wi =
Q−1

ii#
iQ

−1
ii

. (4)

Here we used the fact that Qii = p(x =
ω1|Ri)p(x = ω2|Ri). Thus, a larger Qii implies a
smaller weight. Since p(x = ω1|Ri)+p(x = ω2|Ri) =
1, we have Qii = p(x = ω1|Ri)(1 − p(x = ω1|Ri)).
Therefore, when p(x = ω1|Ri) = p(x = ω2|Ri) = 1

2 ,
Qii will be the largest, which implies that wi will be the
smallest.

5 Estimation

The previous section shows that a large weight
should be associated with a representation that pro-
vides better class separation, averaged over all sample
variables x, in terms of the difference between p(x =
ω1|Ri) and p(x = ω2|Ri). The larger the difference,
the better the separation between two classes. There are
several ways to estimate class separation from training
data. In this paper, we focus on pooled variance ratio
[4], which we show later is equivalent to linear discrim-
inant analysis [5].

5.1 Pooled Variance Ratio

Variance ratio is proposed in [4] for determining
weight wi for the optimal combination of representa-
tions. Let p1 represent the object distribution and p2
represent the background distribution in representation
Ri. Variance ratio can be defined as

V R(Ri; p1, p2) =
var(Ri; (p1 + p2)/2)

var(Ri; p1) + var(Ri; p2)
, (5)

where var(Ri; p) denotes the variance of Ri with re-
spect to p. wi can be computed as

wi = V R(Ri; p1, p2)/
"
j

V R(Rj ; p1, p2). (6)

In [16], a theoretical justification for Eq. (6) is pro-
vided that shows that wi = c−1

ii /
#

j c
−1
jj , where cii =

E[(p(x|Ri)− p(x|I))(p(x|Ri)− p(x|I))t].
It states that wi should be proportional to the accu-

racy of probability estimates provided by each represen-
tation. On the other hand, Eq. (6) says that wi should
be proportional to the degree of class separability. In
general, one can make correct prediction as long as rel-
ative estimates are correct. On the other hand, our result
provides a more direct foundation for the use of Eq. (6).

Let St =
#n

i (xi − m)(xi − m)t, Sb =#2
i=1 ni(mi − m)(mi − m)t, Si =

#
l(xj)=i(xj −

mi)(xj − mi)t, where m denotes the overall mean,
ni represents the number of examples in class i, and
l(x) denotes the label of x. It is clear that St =
Sb + Sw. Also, let Sw = S1 + S2. If we ap-
proximate var(Ri; p1, p2) and var(Ri; pj) by tr(St)
and tr(Sj) (within class scatter), respectively, we have

V R(Li; p1, p2) = 1 + tr(Sb)
tr(Sw) , If we ignore constant

1, the above shows that variance ratio (5) is identical to
Fisher’s LDA under appropriate conditions [7], in terms
of computing linear discriminants. This allows us to
compute wi

wi = V Ri/
M"
j

V Rj . (7)

5.2 Chernoff Distance

One way to measure class separation is the Chernoff
distance [5]. If each class follows a Gaussian distribu-
tion, the Chernoff distance can be computed as the trace
of matrix C [12]

C = S−1
w (Sb − S̃w) (8)

where S̃w = S1/2
w (p1 log(S

−1/2
w S1S

−1/2
w ) +

p2 log(S
−1/
w S2S

−1/2
w ))S1/2

w ).
Thus, for each representation Ri, we compute

CherRi
= tr(Ci). It follows that the optimal weight

can be computed according to

wi = CherRi
/

M"
j

ChernoffRj
. (9)

6 Experiments

We have carried out empirical study evaluating the
performance of the proposed algorithm. For simplic-
ity, we experiment with decision trees (DTs) along each
representation. As comparison, the following methods
are evaluated: (1) variance ratio (Eq. 7), VR. (2) the
Chernoff distance (Eq. 9), Cher.

Since tracking can be viewed as a classification prob-
lem, we use classification problems to validate our pro-
posal. Three FERET image data sets and one gene data
set are used. The problems are (1) Face detection, (2)
Gender classification, and (3) detection of Glasses on
faces. For the face and gender data, each image is rep-
resented by three poses in terms of eigenfaces extracted
from three head orientations: 1) frontal, 2) half left, and
3) half right profiles. The non-face images are blacked
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out faces. In the glass detection experiment, each image
is represented by three types of features extracted from
only one pose of an individual, namely (1) eigenfaces,
(2) Canny edges, and (3) wavelet coefficients.

The gene data set is from the Yeast Database
(CYGD) [13]. The task is to combine different sources
to determine membrane vs non-membrane proteins.
Three sources are derived from BLAST and Smith-
Waterman genomic methods, and from gene expression
measurement. The dataset has 100 examples and the
number of dimensions after applying PCA is 76, 74 and
64, respectively. These dimensions explain 90% vari-
ance in the data.

Table 1. Average accuracy
Data Face Gender Glass Gene

VR 0.75 0.92 0.68 0.56

Che 0.76 0.93 0.68 0.54

DTs 0.74 0.83 0.59 0.49

The results are averaged over 30 runs (60% training
and 40% testing). Table 1 shows the average accuracy.
As a reference, the last row in Table 1 shows the best
results that can be achieved by any representation. The
fused methods performed better than the best single rep-
resentation. Variance ratio and the Chernoff distance
achieved similar performance, as expected.

7 Summary

We have introduced a novel technique for data fusion
by minimizing KL divergence that measures the differ-
ence between an ideal (but unknown) probability and its
estimate. We have shown that the resulting weight for a
representation is related to the degree of class separabil-
ity the representation can provide. We have provided a
number of practical ways to estimate class separability.
We have also provided experimental results that corrob-
orate our theoretical analysis.
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